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Coupled Anharmonic Vibrational
Dynamics of the Hydrogen Bond in
Binary Complexes
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Abstract: We report anharmonic vibrational analyses of the coupling between the red-shifted high frequency HF-
stretching vibrations and low frequency intermolecular modes in the hydrogen-bonded complexes thiirane-HF and
H2O-HF. The important non-diagonal anharmonicities found in high-level ab initio calculations are consistent with
recent experimental results. The physical origin of the coupling mechanism implies that a physically correct treat-
ment of hydrogen-bond induced vibrational red shifts requires a vibrational treatment far beyond the customary
one-dimensional approach combined with large basis set electronic structure calculations.
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1. Introduction

The importance of hydrogen bonding
for the structure of liquids and the three-
dimensional structure of biopolymers has
been known for a very long time and has
motivated an enormous number of experi-
mental and theoretical studies [1]. The most
detailed information on the vibrational
spectroscopy and its relation to the shape of
the potential energy is available for small
complexes like (HF)2 [2], (H2O)2 [3], and
other complexes involving small molecules
[4]. The combination of advanced electron-
ic structure methods [5] and more or less
complete coupled anharmonic vibrational
treatments [6] of these systems has reached
a high degree of sophistication and is in
very close agreement with the best avail-
able experimental results [7][8]. The dy-
namical analysis of these systems has re-
vealed important effects of the excitation of
intramolecular modes on the intermolecular
interaction. The commonly observed and
physically motivated strengthening of the
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interaction and the resulting tightening of
the complexes leads among other effects to
the strong vibrational dependence of the
tunneling splitting in (HF)2. Qualitatively
this coupling is easy to understand since at
least the electrostatic component of the in-
termolecular interaction [9] increases upon
excitation of the HF donor due to its en-
hanced dipole moment in the vibrationally
excited state.

A characteristic feature in the vibra-
tional spectra of hydrogen-bonded com-
plexes is a strong shift of the donor stretch-
ing frequency towards lower values usually
accompanied by a strong enhancement of
the vibrational cross section and by broad-
ening due to predissociation [10]. A lot of
effort has gone into the analysis of this vi-
brational red shift and its relation to the
strength of the hydrogen bond. The impor-
tance of coupling between high- and low-
frequency modes in these systems has long
been recognized [11] and is a key element
in the final state distribution following vi-
brational predissociation [12]. It is there-
fore surprising that with very few excep-
tions [13][14] the calculation of vibrational
red shifts in hydrogen bonded complexes
containing more than a few atoms has re-
mained limited to the harmonic level even
though the global shape of this interaction
has attracted some interest [15]. While this
approach can be justified by a relative suc-
cess at predicting the change of the vibra-
tional frequency, the absolute frequencies
are far too high and of course cannot reflect
the increased anharmonicity of the donor

vibrations following complexation, which
is a well-known effect [1]. This is a clear
case of significant compensation of major
errors in the electronic structure treatment
and the modeling of the vibrational dynam-
ics. It is dangerous to rely on systematic er-
ror cancellation since these two errors have
no clear physical connection and a better
understanding of hydrogen bonding can be
only reached by clear identification of the
deficits of current electronic structure
methods and parallel efforts towards more
complete vibrational calculations. Inclu-
sion of only diagonal anharmonic effects
[16] is insufficient due to the experimental-
ly evident and physically motivated cou-
pling and again succeeds at reproducing red
shifts only by the use of the improper MP3
method which very seriously overestimates
the anharmonic frequencies of the HF
monomer. Focusing theoretical efforts ex-
clusively on the prediction of the donor
shift neglects the important structural con-
sequences of the complete topography of
this interaction.

Our group has embarked on a combined
experimental and theoretical program
which aims at the observation of intermol-
ecular modes and their coupling to the
donor stretch through hot band progres-
sions in the gas phase and direct studies in
cryogenic matrices [17] and coupled anhar-
monic vibrational studies of the relevant
potential surfaces. The present article re-
ports preliminary theoretical results on two
complexes which are representative of the
small dimer limit with pronounced tunnel-
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ing (HF-H2O) and the large molecule case
with essentially quenched tunneling (thi-
irane-HF) in spite of the existence of two
equivalent arrangements.

The complex thiirane-HF is a represen-
tative of medium-strength hydrogen-bond-
ed complexes involving organic ethers or
thioethers. Thirane, (CH2)2S, is a three-
membered ring compound which in extend-
ed contact with HF undergoes a ring-open-
ing reaction. This class of systems presents
several theoretical and experimental chal-
lenges due to its size and number of degrees
of freedom [17]. The dynamics of these
complexes are, however, definitely closer
to hydrogen bonding in biomolecules than 
the paradigmatic small complexes (HF)2,
(H2O)2 etc. and deserve attention in order to
understand the full shape of the local inter-
molecular potential. Complexes with
aliphatic compounds are not easily accessi-
ble for high-resolution laser techniques
routinely applied for hydrogen-bonded
complexes with aromatic constituents [18]
due to the absence of a good vis/UV-chro-
mophore. Even though these complexes,
which often exist in thermodynamic equi-
librium with the monomers, have been in-
vestigated with infrared spectroscopic tech-
niques for a long time [19] high-resolution
studies and unambiguous assignments of
the component bands have become possible
only due to advances in molecular jet tech-
niques [17][20]. The detailed analysis of
the latter experiments has unveiled a global
coupling scenario involving the red-shifted
donor stretch and all low-frequency inter-
molecular modes corresponding to frustrat-
ed translations. The insufficient thermal oc-
cupation of excited states of the remaining
higher frequency intermolecular modes
(around 700 cm�1) arising from frustrated
rotations of the HF unit has so far prevent-
ed the observation of coupling via hot
bands accompanying the HF stretch band.

We are interested in HF-H2O as the first
member of the series of complexes HF-
(H2O)n which is expected to exhibit size-
dependent competition between formation
of a hydrogen bond and acid dissociation
[13][21]. This subject has recently attracted
a lot of attention motivated by the impor-
tance of acid dissociation on nanocrystals
in atmospheric science. Besides some earli-
er theoretical studies [24] the HF-H2O com-
plex is known from matrix isolation [25],
microwave [26] and early infrared studies
[27] since it exists in thermodynamic equi-
librium with the monomers in the gas
phase. We are currently undertaking efforts
to observe the vibrational spectrum of HF-
H2O in a free jet experiment. A good entry
point into the earlier literature on water het-
erodimers can be found in [23] and [28].
Several complementary studies [29] are
available for the HF-H2S complex which is
in many ways intermediate between the two

complexes discussed here. The vibrational
dynamics of HF-H2O is expected to exhib-
it the same coupling phenomena as ob-
served in thiirane-HF and other systems but
with the additional twist of a very pro-
nounced tunneling splitting which will sen-
sitively depend on the excitation of the HF
donor.

2. Theoretical Methods

2.1. Electronic Structure Calcula-
tions

The electronic structure calculations for
thiirane-HF were carried out with the
Gaussian-98 program package [30]. The
proper description of intermolecular inter-
actions requires basis sets including diffuse
functions. Due to the important size of this
complex the basis set was limited to the
aug-cc-pVTZ type proposed by Dunning
and coworkers [31] which provides a good
compromise between computational effort
and tolerable basis set superposition errors
(BSSE). It is interesting to note that for this
type of augmented basis set the standard
counterpoise correction appears to overes-
timate the actual size of the BSSE such that
corrected dissociation energies for hydro-
gen-bonded dimers are further away from
the estimated basis set limit than uncorrect-
ed ones [31]. While exploratory calcula-
tions were performed with several other
methods, all data reported here are based on
MP2 calculations. The counterpoise correc-
tion was applied only to the dissociation en-
ergy but not to the entire surface. We did,
however, test the sensitivity of the vibra-
tional results to this correction and found
effects on vibrational energies never ex-
ceeding 5 cm�1 and smaller for the transi-
tion frequencies. The effect is obviously
largest for the intermolecular stretch.

The calculations for the binary complex
HF-H2O were performed with the MOL-
PRO suite of programs [32] using the aug-
cc-pVTZ basis set and MP2, CCSD(T) and
MR-CI methods. The use of larger basis
sets would be affordable for HF-H2O but
not for larger complexes HF-(H2O)n which
we are studying in the context of acid dis-
sociation in clusters. A more detailed ac-
count of our results for several isotopomers
and various tests of basis sets and methods
will be published elsewhere [33][34].

We paid particular attention to the re-
production of known properties of the
monomers as a minimum requirement for
an acceptable description of the complexes.
The performance of the chosen combina-
tion of basis set and computational method
was tested by the calculation of anharmon-
ic vibrational energies and expectation val-
ues for other properties which can be di-
rectly compared with experiment instead of
the more common procedure to compare

electronic structure results with values re-
sulting from extrapolations of experimental
data. Besides a good reproduction of the an-
harmonic HF frequency and the expecta-
tion value of the rotational constants the im-
portance of electric properties for intermol-
ecular interactions led us to demand
satisfactory results for the dipole moment
curve and the resulting dipole moment ex-
pectation values and transition moments as
an important selection criterion. The avail-
ability of dipole moment surfaces allows
the investigation of the respective impor-
tance of the increased anharmonicity and
the modified dipole surface for the ob-
served enhancement of vibrational cross
sections upon complexation. Our results in-
dicate that the observed enhancement re-
sults in part from an increased slope of the
dipole moment curve, but more important-
ly from a pronounced curvature of the latter
which in combination with the strong an-
harmonicity is responsible for almost half
the effect.

2.2. Choice of Coordinates
A complete and numerically exact vi-

brational treatment of HF-H2O for a given
potential surface is currently not possible
and will probably remain impossible for
thiirane-HF for a very long time. We have
therefore decided in a first step to investi-
gate subspaces of coupled coordinates. The
equilibrium geometry of both complexes is
similar to a plane defined by H2O and thi-
irane, respectively, and the HF unit in the
symmetry plane of the acceptor forming an
almost linear hydrogen bond (Fig. 1). There
are clearly two equivalent arrangements
separated by a barrier at the planar arrange-

ment.
The distant possibility of a full-dimen-

sional treatment of HF-H2O and the low
barrier (electronic barrier to planarity 157
cm�1) leading to pronounced tunneling has
motivated us to scan the potential surface

Fig. 1. Equilibrium arrangement of the complex-
es thirane-HF (top) and HF-H2O (bottom).
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along generalized Jacobi coordinates such
that the intermolecular distance R corre-
sponds to the distance between the centers
of mass of HF and H2O. This coordinate
system belongs to a class which leads to
particularly compact and elegant kinetic
energy expressions [35]. The explorations
presented here concern the HF interatomic
distance r, R as defined above, and four in-
termolecular angles describing the hindered
rotation of HF (librational modes) and the
intermolecular bending and tunneling mo-
tion.

For thiirane-HF and -DF we chose to
explore the potential surface along normal
coordinates which take into account quad-
ratic coupling with ring modes which are
not dealt with explicitly. The large barrier to
planarity of almost 1100 cm�1 leads to mod-
erate vibrational amplitudes which make
normal coordinates applicable. The surface
was scanned along the relevant normal co-
ordinates by displacing all atoms according
to the transformation matrix between carte-
sian and normal coordinates resulting from
the digitalization of the mass weighted ab
initio cartesian force constant matrix. The
resulting normal coordinates for the mo-
tions of the thiirane-HF complex are very
similar to the internal coordinates chosen
for HF-H2O due to strongly local vibra-
tional dynamics which provides further jus-
tification for subspace treatments.

2.3. Vibrational Analysis
Even though anharmonic effects in

weakly bound complexes can be very large
it is not unreasonable to try to represent the
dependence of the vibrational energy on a
set of quantum numbers v = v1 , v2 , �. at
least for the modest excitations of interest
in the present context by the conventional

formula
This formula would break down in the pres-
ence of resonant coupling and for very large
amplitude motions where the energy levels
do not follow a regular scheme. With the
sign convention used above the xij are usu-
ally positive for ordinary molecules. For a
single quantum excitation of any mode i
starting from the ground state (all vj = 0)
and leading to vi = 1, vj≠i = 0, we obtain
Eqn. (2) where the second part collects
terms which can be obtained from a one-
dimensional anharmonic treatment without

coupling into the quantity νi
anh,1D.

The aforementioned stiffening of the in-

termolecular modes q upon excitation of
the donor stretch mode νs implies that the
corresponding off-diagonal anharmonici-
ties xsq are negative. Another way of look-
ing at the same phenomenon is the increase
of the donor stretch frequency upon excita-
tion of the intermolecular modes. This is
easy to rationalize for the strongly anhar-
monic intermolecular stretch whose excita-
tion significantly increases the expectation
value of the intermolecular distance and
thereby brings the donor closer to its as-
ymptotic 
free vibration. This potential coupling is ac-
companied by a smaller dynamic effect
arising from the change of the moment of
inertia of HF upon excitation which affects
mainly the intermolecular libration (frus-
trated rotation) modes.

Eqn. (2) clearly shows that in the pres-
ent situation neglect of coupling terms will
underestimate the donor stretch frequency
νs by an amount ¹⁄₂ Σj≠sxsj. The analysis of
several experimental data sets [8][17] sug-
gests that the xsj are typically about �10% of
the frequency νj. With typical intermolecu-
lar frequencies in the range 100 cm�1 for
bending modes δ, 250 cm�1 for intermolec-
ular stretching σ, and 650 cm�1 for libration
modes l this provides a correction around
90 cm�1. In other words, a one-dimension-
al anharmonic treatment will systematical-
ly overestimate the hydrogen-bond red-
shift by about 90 cm�1, which is roughly
20% of the total shift for medium-strength
hydrogen bonds.

Since the analysis of experimental data
provides values for the various xij it is use-
ful at least for a first analysis to choose a
computational method which aims directly
at these off-diagonal anharmonicities and
thereby allows a correction of the result of

a one-dimensional anharmonic calculation.
We have constructed two-dimensional cuts
through the complete potential surfaces by
scanning the donor stretch potential V(r;q)
for several values of the relevant intermol-
ecular coordinate q. Solution of the one-di-
mensional Schrödinger equation for the
donor stretch by a variational method [36]
at each value of q yields vibrational eigen-
values Es

0(q), Es
1(q), � which represent

adiabatic surfaces Vad(q;vs) for motion 
along the coordinate q with a given stretch
quantum number vs. In a second step we

solve the Schrödinger equation along the
intermolecular coordinate q to obtain

eigenvalues E(vq;vs) within the adiabatic
approximation. These sets of eigenvalues
can then be analyzed according to Eqn. (1)
to provide a set of anharmonic constants.
This concept can be extended to the con-
struction of multidimensional adiabatic in-
termolecular surfaces with parametric de-
pendence on intramolecular excitations as
has been done previously for the HF dim-
mer [6].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Potential Surfaces
In order to illustrate the intrinsic cou-

pling between intramolecular and intermol-
ecular motions in this type of complexes
Fig. 2 shows a section of the potential sur-
face of thiirane-HF along the normal coor-
dinates qs and qσ which correspond essen-
tially to the HF and the intermolecular
stretch coordinates. Positive values of both
normal coordinates correspond to increas-
ing distances and the point (0,0) represents
the equilibrium geometry. The tightening of
the contour lines towards the top of the
graph very nicely shows the approach to the
unperturbed higher frequency free HF os-
cillator. Inspection of the graph also shows
that excitation of the qs HF mode, which
leads to an increased expectation value �qs�
tightens the contour lines for the motion
along qσ just as increasing the expectation
value of �qσ� by excitation of the intermol-
ecular stretch brings the qs motion closer to
the free HF limit. This behavior is at the ori-
gin of the increase of the frequency of any
of the involved modes upon excitation of
another which causes the blue-shifted hot
band sequences accompanying the cold HF
excitation [17].

The only exception to this systematic
blue shift is observed for the tunneling mo-
tion in HF-H2O, where the stiffening of the
intermolecular interaction upon HF excita-
tion increases the barrier substantially from
the dynamically irrelevant electronic barri-
er height of 157 cm�1 to 186 cm�1 for HF in
its ground state and 263 cm�1 in the first ex-
cited state. The height of the adiabatic bar-
rier increases roughly in proportion to the
HF quantum number. Increasing barriers
lead to higher frequencies for ordinary
small amplitude motions confined to a sin-
gle well but they quench tunneling motions
in a dramatic way. We consequently predict
a ground state tunneling splitting of 49 cm�1

to be compared to only 34 cm�1 for excited
HF. Higher excitations of the inversion
mode which are well above the adiabatic
barrier show the usual frequency increase.
This turnaround in the hot band progression
leads us to the prediction that one satellite
should be observed 15 cm�1 on the red side
of the cold HF excitation while all other hot
bands fall on the blue side. This prediction

Evib(v) = Σi ωi (vi + ¹⁄₂) � Σi<j xij (vi + ¹⁄₂)(vj + ¹⁄₂) (1)

νi = ωi � 2xii � ¹⁄₂ Σi≠j xij = νi
anh,1D � ¹⁄₂ Σi≠j xij (2)
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is consistent with a recent observation of
the gas phase spectrum of HF-H2O by
Tokhadze and coworkers [37] and prelimi-
nary observations in a free jet in our labo-
ratory.

3.2. Anharmonicities and Vibrational
Red-Shifts

The adiabatic analysis of the depend-
ence of the intermolecular frequencies on
excitation of the HF donor stretch yields a
set of off-diagonal anharmonicities which
is in rather good agreement with the avail-
able experimental data considering the lim-
itations imposed by the size of the complex.
For thiirane-HF we obtain from the MP2-
surface xsσ = �28.8 cm�1 (exp. �23.2) and
xsδ1 = �13.0 cm�1 (exp. �9.5) which clearly
supports our experimental analysis [17].
For HF-H2O the analysis of adiabatic vi-
brational data from the CCSD(T)-surface
gives xsσ = �25 cm�1, xsδ1 = �13.5 cm�1, xsl1
= �88 cm�1, and xsl2 = �76 cm�1 but exper-
imental values are unfortunately not yet
available. There is, however, a clear corre-
spondence between the two data sets which
supports our interpretation of these cou-
plings as the manifestation of a general in-
teraction mechanism.

The combination of the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis with the MP2-method gives a value of
3954.6 cm�1 (MP3: 4050.6, MP4: 3921.0)
for the free HF stretching frequency in sat-
isfactory agreement with the experimental
value of 3961.4 cm�1. Better agreement can
be achieved only with much larger basis
sets which cannot be used for the thiirane-
HF complex. The simple-minded predic-
tion of the vibrational frequency of the HF

mode in thiirane-HF using the cut through
the MP2-surface along qs leads to a value of
3365.4 cm�1 (exp. 3497.5 cm�1) which cor-
responds to a calculated anharmonic red
shift of 589.2 cm�1. The experimental val-
ue of 463.9 cm�1 is much better reproduced
by the harmonic red shift of 482.2 cm�1.

This apparent strong disagreement has
essentially two reasons: There are clearly re-
maining inaccuracies in the ab initio treat-
ment, which we expect to overestimate the
intermolecular interaction and in return
overestimate the perturbation of the HF os-
cillator. For instance the chosen combina-
tion of basis set and method slightly overes-
timates the dipole moments of both HF and
thiirane. Our BSSE-corrected dissociation
energy of D0 = 2001 cm�1 is, however, very
close to our recent experimental estimate of
1946 cm�1 [17]. The much more important
contribution comes from the off-diagonal
anharmonicities with the intermolecular
modes which are not included in this kind of
calculation and whose sum enters into the
correction towards the blue. Unfortunately
the experiments do not provide a full set of
xij but the available experimental and theo-
retical values and the systematically ob-
served relation between νq and xsq allows us
to give an estimate of the total effect. For
thiirane this contribution turns out to be
about 80 cm�1 leading to a red shift with ap-
proximate inclusion of coupling effects of
509 cm�1, still not in perfect agreement with
experiment, but based on a far more sound
accounting for the actual vibrational dynam-
ics than conventional uncoupled treatments
and coherent in sign with the remaining
electronic structure deficiencies.

The picture is very similar for HF-H2O
where the one-dimensional anharmonic
prediction based on the CCSD(T)-surface
gives νs = 3513 cm�1 (MP2 3467) for the
complex. The only published experimental
value for the band center is 3608 cm�1 [27]
but is probably closer to 3630 cm�1 [37].
Again a major correction arises from the
calculated anharmonicities such that the
present best estimate for the HF stretching
frequency with coupling is 3618 cm�1.

4. Conclusion

In spite of the still modest level of theo-
ry we find very satisfactory agreement be-
tween experimental observations and theo-
retical models of the coupled vibrations of
the hydrogen bond. The similarity of the
coupling parameters for several systems
strongly suggests a common physical ori-
gin for the coupling which therefore has to
be included in any treatment of hydrogen-
bonded systems. More complete dynamical
treatments and inclusion of vibrational
band strength information will provide a
valuable tool to identify the origin of the re-
maining deficits in the electronic structure
technology for the calculation of intermol-
ecular potential energy surfaces of larger
complexes. Only by systematically improv-
ing the accuracy of both dynamical and
electronic structure methods through well-
aimed efforts on clearly identified weak
points can we hope to arrive at a true un-
derstanding of the hydrogen bond in larger
systems and its numerous structural impli-
cations. The primary goal of theoretical cal-
culations should always be the understand-
ing and not the numerical reproduction of
observations.
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